WEAVING.—No. XXII.

PILE WEAVING.

This class of weaving includes velvets, Brussels carpets, fustians, &c. It consists in the formation of loops on the surface of the cloth, and if the loops are cut through they form a brush-like surface to the cloth known as velvet or cut velvet. If the loops are left uncut, similar to the loops on Brussels carpets, then it is known as terry velvet.

The loops may be formed either by means of the warp threads or the weft threads, and they are called the pile threads.

The richest description of velvet made is known (with the exception of Dutch, German, and specially made velvets) as “collar” velvet, for gentlemen’s coats. The pile threads are of silk, but the weft is often of cotton, and velvets so woven are said to have cotton backs. Cotton makes the body of the cloth firmer and more suitable for the purpose than silk, so that the inferior material is not actually used on the score of economy alone.

Velvets of this kind are woven in hand looms of the ordinary description, as far as concerns the harness of the loom. But it is provided with two warp beams, one for the pile threads and one for the ground. The cloth beam is provided with a peculiar contrivance, for the velvet as it is woven must not be wound like ordinary cloth upon the beam, or it would “lay” or crush the brush or pile threads. Consequently when the velvet has nearly completed one revolution of the beam the cloth is unfastened and again attached to the beam. As it is a very slow and tedious class of weaving, only about a yard a day being made, this unfastening of the cloth does not consume much time as it would do if repeated often.

Let Fig. 218, page 378, represent a section of a velvet loom showing all the working parts necessary, but omitting the framing. W is the ordinary warp beam supporting the threads for the body of the cloth. P is the “pole” (corruption of pile) or the pile beam which contains the pile threads. V is the cloth beam showing that it has made three-quarters of a revolution, and B is a closed box to contain the velvet as it is unwound from the beam. At T will be seen loops rising from the surface of the cloth, and at C the loops are shown cut through at their upper surface. These loops are made by inserting thin wires into the shed, which are beaten up with the cloth similar to ordinary weft threads. One of these wires is shown thus woven in the cloth at W, and at P another wire is being inserted.

Now between each insertion of the wires three shoots of weft are thrown into the cloth, and well beaten together, otherwise the pile threads after they were cut would draw out. Fig. 219 shows a plan of Fig. 218, and the same letters and numbers refer to each. In the plan the wire wi is shown placed in the shed of the warp, and will be driven up by the reed R in the same manner as the wire w has been. When both wires have been firmly bound into the cloth by the weft threads, the first one is cut out by means of a knife fixed into a frame and called a “trevette,” and it is again inserted. Thus only two wires are used, and they are cut out alternately by means of the trevette. The instrument is well suited for the purpose, and when it is considered that the wires are inserted from 50 to 60 times, and upwards, per inch in length of velvet woven, and three times that number of weft threads, it will be evident that great exactness of the operation is necessary, or the smallest error or carelessness would cut the warp threads out of the loom—a circumstance by no means unknown to most velvet weavers. The wires, which are made with a fine groove for the point of the knife to enter, are very truly made, and the blade of the trevette must be “as right as a trevette”—hence the well-known simile—or such beautiful work as velvets could not be produced.

Figs. 230 to 232 show the trevette. The knife k is fixed into a frame a. This frame is hinged to another frame b at the point d, so that the weaver can open and sharpen the knife easily. The knife is held firmly by the screw s, and at the back of the frame a small adjusting screw e is placed to regulate the distance of the knife from the steel frame b against which it is placed. See Figs. 232 and 233. The frame A is of brass, but all the rest is of steel. The indentions p are for the fingers to fit in, a requisite precaution to insure accurate hold of the instrument.

The use of the trevette is shown in the enlarged sketch, Fig. 234, in which the knife edge is seen entering the wire w, b and c are the bottom portions of the trevette, and rest upon the warp and cloth as shown. The trevette is held in the right hand, and drawn from the left to right. It is pressed against the flat side of the outside wire w, which forms the guide or fence, and the knife is regulated to cut into the groove of the inside wire w. When upwards of sixty insertions of the wires per inch are made, an idea of the perfection of workmanship required for the purpose may be realised.

About six times in length of the pile threads are used to what are required for the “back,” which, of course, arises from the formation of the loops. Much less strain is also put upon the pile threads by the use of smaller weights, as shown at E and F.

The wires, see w, Fig. 219, are slightly curved, for they are better in this form for the weaver to insert, for he glides them upon the convex side through the shed, and being curved also insures that the right side of the wire—the grooved edge—is always uppermost. The wires being only about ½ in. deep, are easily driven straight by the reed. They are made of brass wire about the size of an ordinary pin, and recover their curvature after being driven straight by the reed.

Fig. 236 shows the cloth beam with one of the
The first kind is known as tapestry carpets, and form a comparatively simple and cheap manufacture, when compared to Brussels carpets. Let Fig. 227 represent the warp and pile threads with the pattern printed upon the pile threads. The pile threads are marked p p and the ground threads w w, these lying between and under the pile threads. About five of these warp or ground threads are used to each strand of the pile, which may be seen in section Fig. 230. Now when the threads are woven together the pile is contracted to nearly one-third of its length in consequence of the loops, and the distorted figure, as printed, becomes of the intended proportion. Thus Fig. 227 becomes, when woven, Fig. 238.

A section of the cloth is shown in Fig. 229, and in all the figures, 237 to 230, the same letters refer to the same parts. The threads e e do not intersect with the weft, but merely lie between the warp threads w w, and form a bed or ground for the pile to rest upon. The wires used are generally six or more in number, for if only two were used the loops would scarcely resist the strain of drawing the wire, the greater number causing greater firmness to the cloth to resist the strain. Brussels carpet is a very different affair. A great variety of threads of different colours are required, and they are selected by the action of the Jacquard machine to form the pattern. They are wound upon separate bobbins, for each colour is used in various lengths.

Let Fig. 231 represent a section of a Brussels carpet. The threads g g are the warp threads, and s s the weft. Where there was only one thread in the tapestry carpet there are five in the Brussels; thus the pile threads are shown at w w, and as the various colours are required they are drawn to the surface to form the loops whilst four-fifths of them remain in the body of the cloth. The great number of pile threads, and their being of wool and not of hemp, as the warp and weft are, cause the Brussels carpet